
Hi all,

I took the agenda proposals and final language document to the AS Board of Directors 
today as an info item. Both will continue to be info items next week, and will be passed 
as action items during final's week.

Here is all of the feedback I received from the AS Board:

Civic education-
When we do the training about how we do it 
Putting it first then moving onto higher ed 
Flow better

Mention which revenue source to focus on with what legislator 
Mention which ones are going to be easier to get or more controversial

Justifying why we are talking about sex ed 
How sexual active ppl are in college 
Are experimenting more 
Need to know how to be protected 
Why we in higher ed are bringing this
Guttmacher- research website about health benefits of sex education
Talking about consent and tying it with survivors of sexual assault
Some schools don't talk about consent
If we talk about consent now we don't have survivors later
Researching countries like Sweden because they have the lowest levels of sexual
assault because they base their sex ed on pleasure

Data for student unionization 
Difference in hourly and salaried positions 
Look into repercussions
Word it in a way about that's not doing something weren't supposed to do
Some students have expressed really stressed about how much work they have to do
within 19 hrs.
Some students expressed concern about not being able to work for more than 19 hrs.

Careful about statements that make it sound like we don't support the rehabilitation of 
survivors
Bring back effect of Betsy devo's rules 

Expand student unionization section
And for the xth year we are bringing this back and still pushing for this and we're still
living our daily lives affected by this
Maybe the ones that come back for a number of times,
One pagers for each agenda item



Give some to legislators
Using the videographer that present the data in a more fun way 
Educate the student body and the legislators

Think about how adding how many times we've brought that back adds weight
One pagers on each of the taxes
Which legislator's to focus on the one pagers
Personalize to each group what to focus on in the meeting


